Introduction and notations
In this paper the symbols and definitions of [2] Prom this remark it follows that we study a more general problem, and moreover, we generalise the results of [2] for the oases A < 1 and X>2 • We denote |3 -^(l-lly^ and r8 • min As, where Aa is the set whose elements are the numbers 1 and » where 9 is positive root of F"(z Prom the inequality
and from the fact that the relation | a | <1 is eq uivalent to Re {jif}>0, we glet §ePB(P), s being given by (*). Prom (zt'y f f we get that the radius of oonvexity of f is equal to the radius of starlikeness of ef'. Therefore, if in the results of the previous paragraph we put zf' and zg' for f and g, respectively, we get the same estimates for the radii of convexity.
In the theorems that follow we study some other cases. Theorem 4.1. If g,f eN, and g e S,
then the radius o of convexity of f satisfies the inequality c>min(r 8 ,q), where q is the smallest positive root of the equation
Proof.
First, from the relation zg' « (zf')h' , where heF^SP), we have Proof.
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4.1. We should only take into account that We have c >q , when ^ -9 < X « (l + V? + ) (2+V2) 1 .
Proof. The equation (10) 
